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What to Expect



What will we do?

Usually, WiseLaw will come into your business to conduct a CyAUD of your

systems. We work through our trusted checklist with you and provide additional

information as we identify gaps in your cybersecurity. Our initial appointment at

your premises takes between 60 and 90 minutes. Gaps in your cyber safety are

classified as Critical, Beneficial, and Advisory. As in High School, your aim is to have

as many As and as few Cs as possible.
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The WiseLaw operating policy is that we do not bring any electronics into your firm

and we do not leave with any of your proprietary information. We do not share any

information shared with us as a result of our audit and explicitly do not hold onto

any of your data or information. We will only work on your existing systems as

required and will take no notes or otherwise outside your premises. Any notes

made during the audit will become your own records at completion of the audit.

The only electronic record that we retain of our work for you is our invoice.

Covid19 adjustments

Due to Covid19 social distancing requirements, WiseLaw is currently conducting

remote CyAUDs to keep businesses viable and cybersafe during this time. We will

work with your business to organise the optimal means of performing the audit

without compromising your health and safety.
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What we ask of you
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CISO/CIO/IT person(s)

HR person (e.g. does your firm have a Human Resources Information System) Or,

if you have outsourced these roles, we would like to be able to speak with the

relevant contact on the day.

Personnel

If you have the following personnel in your organisation we ask that they be

available either by phone or in person to get further information. This means we

are properly able to assess your information flows, and your current risk exposure:

1.

2.

 

Documentation

If you have any documentation for your firm such as ‘Written Information Security

Program’, IT policy or similar, it would be great if you have a copy ready for

us to work through on the day (paper or electronic is fine).

 

Confidentiality

Our proprietary information as a specialist cyber law firm is vested in the process

of this audit and accompanying documentation we provide to you. We ask that you

do not share our advice or processes outside your own firm and within your firm

only to the extent necessary.
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Your business is our WiseLaw client. We attach the same confidentiality to our

discussions and investigations as you would expect from any legal service. 

 

A WiseLaw audit is presented as legal advice to you, our client, and legal

professional privilege will attach to the advice given. We recommend that where

you scan and store, or file the hardcopy of the paperwork we provide you, that the

relevant folder is marked “Legal In Confidence”. Sharing of our legal advice to you

will negate any later application of legal professional privilege.

 

We ask you to understand that we need access to information you may regard as

commercial in confidence and legal in confidence. The unique relationship

between our firm and yours works only if we understand your entire

information/data footprint. Please be transparent so that our advice will be

thorough. In the event that you feel unable to provide us with comprehensive

information/data (they may be of a particularly sensitive nature) please advise us of

this so that we may provide alternative suggestions and solutions. 

Legal In Confidence
 

the WiseLaw difference
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Costs

The rate for cyber audit is per the attached price list and we will invoice you the

same week as we perform the audit. Discounts are available for community and

charity organisations.
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The Outcome

You can expect to have a clear picture of what you are holding from an

information flow perspective, how you are holding it, and how this translates into

risk. WiseLaw will provide recommendations for improving your information

posture, increasing your resilience, and strategies to mitigate your risk which will

include but not be limited to cyber insurance.

 

It is important that you understand no 100% cyber security solution is possible. Our

aim is to place you into a position of knowledge, and we will give you advice and

recommendations consistent with establishing your enterprise as cyber resilient.

 

We may recommend that you proceed with further electronic and cyber testing,

however our firm strongly believes that ‘less is more’, and only recommends

further investigations (such as penetration testing) where the immediate and

longer term benefits of these will outweigh the upfront costs. Where we 

recommend, or you request, further testing; we will perform it on your behalf or

recommend a trusted cyber partner to do this for you.

 


